Beall Concert Hall Sunday afternoon
4:00 p.m. June 6, 2010

110th Season, 172nd program

UNIVERSITY GOSPEL ENSEMBLES PERSONNEL

Gospel Choir
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Kendra Ah Sam
Ji-Min An
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Cheng-Wei Chen
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Thomas Long
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Soteria Moli
Ebony Oldham
Sae Eun Paek
Yukyoung Park

Gospel Ensemble
Jace Baldosser
Christina Barth
Daniel Ben-Israel
Loren Benson
Juliana Bland
Sarah Brosy
Kate Chausse
Rachel Cooper
Katherine Cracchiolo
Shenea Davis
Leah Fifer
Kassandra Galic
Bridget Garner
Lance Geller
Amy Hackenschmidt
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Xinge Huang
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Claire Ion
Hoi Ting Jam
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Katarina Santiago
Robert Shader
Christie Smith
Amber Sohn
Jamie Stovall
Emma Stuart
Jameson Tabor
Kendell Tylee
Johanna Vinson
Rebecca Wainess
Yu-Huai Wang
Brian Wells
Joi Hanna Welker
Alexis White
Kelsey Wood

Gospel Singers
Danielle Butera
Myesha Cleveland
Shenea Davis
Caitlin Easter
Kaitlyn Egbert
Leah Fifer
Kassandra Galic
Neil Ghosh
Amy Hackenschmidt
Claudia Hirt
Sarah Luther
Justin Medlin
Mikey Moresi
Oluchi Onyima
Paige Ridinger
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Neil Thurston
Johanna Vinson
Nathan Wagoner
Rebecca Wainess
Joi Hanna Welker
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UNIVERSITY GOSPEL ENSEMBLES

Andiel Brown, director
Neil Thurston, assistant director

Band Members:
Zack Poelwijk, piano
Zack Johnson, bass guitar
Susan Richardson, drums
Brian Sims, keyboards
Jeff Ferguson, percussion
Gerry Rempel, electric guitar
Dana Heitman, trumpet
Joe Mannis, saxophone
Neil Thurston, second keys

* * *

UNIVERSITY OF OREGON
PROGRAM

GOSPEL CHOIR

I Will Celebrate  Hezekiah Walker
Yu-Huai Howard Wang, soloist

Never Would Have Made It  Marvin Sapp
Claire Ion & Kendra Ah Sam, soloists

Closer  Kierra Sheard
Elizabeth Rexius, soloist

GOSPEL ENSEMBLE

Melodies From Heaven  Kirk Franklin
Neil Thurston, soloist

One Thing That I Desire  Marvin Sapp
Jeff Warren, soloist

Riverside  Kirk Franklin
Becca Wainess, Amy Hackenschmidt & Leah Fifer, soloists

SPECIAL GUEST

Tiffany Starks feat. Cedric Weary

GOSPEL SINGERS

Authority  Karen Clark Sheard
Seli Thomas, soloist

Me Again  J. Moss
Claudia Hirt, soloist

Til The Walls Fall  Martha Munizzi
Amy Hackenschmidt, soloist

Well Done  Tye Tribbett

INTERMISSION

GOSPEL CHOIR

Let Me Tell It  Commissioned
Ria Moli & Emma Stuart, soloists

SOLO PROJECT

The Thomas Sisters
Sarada Thomas, Jondwlyn Thomas & Seli Thomas

The City/ Cry On/ Love Isn't Love  Commissioned
Bridget Garner, Kaitlyn Egbert, & Neil Thurston, soloist

Work On Me  Tonex
Shenea Davis & Amy Hackenschmidt, soloists

SOLO PROJECT

Jeff Warren & Julianna Bland

GOSPEL SINGERS

You Showed Me  Karen Clark Sheard
Jondwlyn Thomas, soloist

Blessed And Highly Favored  The Clark Sisters
Caitlin Easter, soloist

He's Not Dead  Kirk Franklin

It Coulda Been Me  Kirk Franklin
Danielle Butera & Morgan Tabizon, soloists

MASS CHOIR

This Is The Day  Hezekiah Walker
Leah Fifer, soloist

We Love You  J. Moss/Byron Cage
Jameson Tabor & Shenea Davis, soloists
Jubilant Kids Crew

* * *